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spine project - scope

- Open-source energy modeling toolbox
- Open-source generic energy-system optimization model
Spine Toolbox: goals

Open

- Github (online repository)
- Use open source software: Python

Flexible

- User friendly model development:
  - Direct link between data and model (easily add new parameters, entities, etc.)
  - Ability to plug in different (types of) energy system models:
    - Optimization, agent-based, etc.
    - Julia, GAMS, Python
    - Facilitate soft-linking between different models

Practical

- Graphical user interface (GUI)
- Convenient handling of input data:
  - Connection to different types of data sources (SQL, excel, manual entry, etc.)
  - Incorporate data processing scripts
- Facilitate scenario creation and management
- Viewing functionalities
Spine Toolbox: Main View

- GUI visualizing data stores, tools (models/scripts), views (viewing scripts)
- Drawing of connections to link data stores to tools or views
- API allows connecting to different types of databases (e.g., MySQL, SQLite, etc.)
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Open

- Github/Gitlab
- Use open source software: Python

Flexible

- User friendly model development:
  - Direct link between data and model (easily add new parameters, entities, etc.)
- Ability to plug in different (types of) energy system models:
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- GUI
- Convenient handling of input data:
  - Connection to different types of data sources (SQL, excel, manual entry, etc.)
  - Incorporate data processing scripts
- Facilitate scenario creation and management
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- Generic data structure
- API for data access
### Spine project - scope

- **Open-source energy modeling toolbox**
- **Open-source generic energy-system optimization model**

**Spine toolbox**

- Data sources
- Exports
- Generic data store
- Views
- Interface
- API
- Spine Model
- Other models/scripts

- ~ VEDA, Answer
- ~ TIMES
Spine’s generic data store: toolbox tree view
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Spine project - scope

- **Open-source energy modeling toolbox**
- **Open-source generic energy-system optimization model**
Spine database API: convenience functions

Problem specific data structure:
- Addition of new parameter or new entity requires changing:
  - data structure
  - interface

Problem independent data structure:
- Parameters/entities entered in the toolbox can directly be accessed in the model
Example: Spine database API & convenience functions

- Convenience functions:
  - Use database structure to **automatically** generate functions to access objects/relationships/parameters

```plaintext
function max_flow(m::Model, flow)
    @constraint(
        m,
        [u in unit(), c in commodity():
            max_flow(unit=u, commodity=c) != nothing
        ],
        flow[c, u, t] <= max_flow(unit = u, commodity = c)
    )
```

- Functions to access set of all object of a certain object class
- Functions to access parameter values
- Open-source energy modeling toolbox
- Open-source generic energy-system optimization model
Spine Model: design goals and approaches

Open
- Github
- Use open-source software: Julia

Flexible
- One model generator for wide range of applications:
  - Long-term energy system optimization ~TIMES
  - Detailed UC models ~PLEXO
  - Hydro scheduling
  - Heat system optimization with building heating physics
  - etc.
- Easy addition of new parameters/entities/constraints

Fast
- Julia
- Efficient formulations
- Parallelization/decomposition techniques

- Generically defined constraints
  - Problem independent formulation
  - Commodity agnostic
  - Flexible geographical structure
  - Flexible temporal structure
  - Specific constraints
  - “user-constraints”

- Convenience functions
### Project status

**Spine database API:** [git@github.com:Spine-project/Spine-Database-API.git](git@github.com:Spine-project/Spine-Database-API.git)

**Spine Toolbox:** [git@github.com:Spine-project/Spine-Toolbox.git](git@github.com:Spine-project/Spine-Toolbox.git)

**Spine Model:** [git@github.com:Spine-project/Spine-Model.git](git@github.com:Spine-project/Spine-Model.git)
www.spine-model.org

spine_info@vtt.fi
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